Anomalous insertion of the medial meniscus into the anterior cruciate ligament: the MR appearance.
The aim of this study was to determine the characteristic MR findings of the anomalous insertion of the medial meniscus (AIMM) into the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL), and to document potential pitfalls in its interpretation. We reviewed 1326 consecutive knee arthroscopic studies to identify patients with an AIMM. 30 knees of 26 patients (4 females, 22 males; average age, 31.3 years; range, 14-50 years) were included in this study. We evaluated the presence of an AIMM and analysed the MR findings, including the ACL attachment sites of the AIMMs, the absence of the transverse ligament, meniscal tears and a discoid meniscus. AIMMs were detected by MR imaging in 16 knees of 18 patients (60%, 18/30). The AIMMs showed a linear band with low signal intensity on T2 weighted sagittal images running parallel to the ACL. The AIMMs were inserted into the lower portion of the ACL in eight knees, the middle portion in five knees, and the intercondylar notch in five knees. Meniscal tears (10 medial, 10 lateral) were found in 20 knees of 16 patients. Six knees of five patients showed a discoid meniscus. 15 knees of 14 patients showed no transverse ligament on MR imaging. An AIMM has the potential to be misinterpreted as a meniscal tear, ACL tear or infrapatellar plica on knee MR imaging. Familiarity with the characteristic MR findings can aid in the detection of an AIMM into the ACL.